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About This Game
KONAMI starts its 50th anniversary celebration with this first installment of the Anniversary Collection series of the all-time
classics!
This collection includes 8 arcade masterpieces of the 80s, from Nemesis to Haunted Castle.
Experience these KONAMI classics in all their retro glory, now enhanced with modern features.
_______________________
・New Features
For the first time, these classic titles support mid-game saves, difficulty levels, and display options which provide a fresh
experience to longtime fans and make them to pick up for new players.
・Bonus Book
Also includes a bonus eBook packed with new information about the titles, including interviews with the development staff,
behind-the-scenes insights, and sketches and design documents never before revealed to the public!
・Lineup:
Scramble
TwinBee
Nemesis (also known as Gradius)
Salamander (also known as Life Force)
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Typhoon (also known as A-Jax)
Haunted Castle
Vulcan Venture (also known as Gradius II)
Thunder Cross
Please note the purchases made while located in Japan will be for the Japanese version.
Purchases made while located in any other region outside Japan will be for the English version.
The Japanese version includes the following:
悪魔城ドラキュラ
A-JAX
グラディウス
グラディウスII GOFERの野望
沙羅曼蛇
サンダークロス
スクランブル
ツインビー
Bonus Book（日本語）

The English version includes the following:
HAUNTED CASTLE
TYPHOON
NEMESIS
VULCAN VENTURE
LIFE FORCE
THUNDER CROSS
Scramble
TwinBee
Bonus Book（English）
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Title: Anniversary Collection Arcade Classics
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Publisher:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10 - 64bit
Processor: Intel Core-i3 4160
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4400 (VRAM 128MB)
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 300 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible
Additional Notes: 1280 x 720 monitor resolution

English,Japanese
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Konamis Arcade Classics Anniversary Collection is a steam videogame featuring
cofounding purveyor outlet games from the konami 1980 past timeline!!!\\
It includes these games im about to mention in a displaying correctly manner!
And these games are going to be a top rank of which ones i prefer'd the most
in regards to terrible absolutely not worth your time away spent in this disastrous
home running field place!!!
First off Scramble!!!I did not like this game one bit!For the time being it
was a triumph and stumbled to progress into a difficulty chamber of
deadline effort!!!But only having 5 limited ships and refueling your tank
can get quite deadly tedious and make you rage if you are going to unlock
the 2 worst painful experiences ull ever achieve in your entire
gaming steam library!!!
Take my note and stay away from this fabricated garbage!!!
Second is TwinBee!The game is a recession of cutsey girly charm with a boy
biting lip thrusted into imaginaton at the time!!!Love the sound effects and visually
easy going for the housemade eyes!!!But it can get hard in some instances and
it may make you get bored in some copied and pasted level design!Overall no issue
just not my top green flag of lets go and play some more of this plain mess!!!
Third is LIFE FORCE(Salmander) and for this game of great creativity in balancing
space alien life form materials going down a south trending west lane of excellent
art and visually sound and crumbled up drawing designs!
Some of the bosses are just chained up to be quite breathtaking as in
scaring your bit self into a manner of speedily detrimental effort!!!
Then you got a kick superb great throwback soundtrack and the nes port
made it even more special and this is quite a dragging keeper into the store
shelves!!!Whats my big pet peeve on this game???Prepare to get your butt handed
and ur going to rage the temper in the volcano fields end of story!!!
Fourth is NEMESIS(Gradius) if you played gradius 3 on the Super Nintendo!!!This is
a small bridgading package of a tease to whats going to come up next
when the 1990s happened!!!The only thing why i dont like this version!!!Again
with the difficulty curves of banging your head into rage confusement!!!
Fifth is HAUNTED CASTLE!!!I really dig the creative elements and its quite
greatly done with the priceless animaton and entrepreneurial experiences of
challenging gameplay but u have that tempo soundtrack that is going to keep
you playing but not for long!!!So i say this game is alright for the castlevania universe!
Would i play this again!!!Umm how about NO!!!
Sixth is THUNDER CROSS!!!A really moisturizer in energetic frequencies when that
soundtrack kicks in...and it shows the persona really well!!!I really love this game but
theirs a few issues with this game especially its based on strategies then
just shooting and dodging in paraell movement ways!!!I think this game my top 3rd place winner
because its a misstep take in graving situation!!!I think you'll get a kick
at it when u use save states to get through the rough patch game!!!
Seventh is TYPHOON (A-JAX) damn this game would've been number one in the reachable spots
of my scrapbook yearly era but the difficuly kills this game to be the
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champion winner!!!It is so brutal into difficulty i dont even know how i did it
even with the runner up save states saving my stilky skin into various pieces
structured to kick my furry tackling butt some more!!!If you can get the past
the derailed difficulty...this game is just really good and the boss battles
are just nonstop matching great creatively designed and fetched up fun
in that shoot-em up thought konami was experimenting from!!!
And LASTLY VULCAN VENTURE(Gradius II) i already danced to alot of these konami soundtracks
but i havent really danced to this one typically all of the songs!!!But it really is a great
pure choice soundtrack!!!Then u got great creatively designed levels
in purity dynasty eras and prolonged timelines with wicked boss battles!!!And
the difficulty is just right!!!But prepared to rage into airbow targets of anger
outbursts because alot of these konami arcade games are just rage inducing coughing
getting your butt ramped up and kicked all over the place!!!
So thats my take on this collection!!!I think its worth it for the half the games because theirs
some dedicated art and great music tracks in this game thats worth 20 bucks definately!!!
Would i play this again???Probaby not in proselytizing effort!!!But for the hardcore gamers i'd say
pick it up its quite a interesting experience where konami came from all these decade years ago!!!
Casual and other gamers i would wait for a price drop like get this for like 5 bucks!It's just a
thunderstorm tantrum u just want to stay away from!!!
I bought this full price because i love konami gaming music and i danced to alot
of the konami soundtracks!!!And love the art,the boss battles,and some level design
in these games!!!But the hard pathways of raging too much!!!Im really not going
to say pick this up casual gamers!!!Thats all im going to say i give this collection a 9.0\/10 decent
but find out the hard way love the burrtio master!!!. Pile of hot garbage.
Really the best way to put this. If you want these games - emulate them.
Because that's what you're getting here.
Entirely phoned in, very small number of generic achievements. Most of the games are just the same game with different skin;
the Gradius style of shooter.
The digital book is like 2 pages for each game and was clearly just thrown together to say a digital book existed.
The settings are broken to different degrees on different platforms but the display is off on all of them - and enjoy the gaping
black areas at the sides or top - they couldnt be bothered to fill that space with cool concept art or anything.
Really, do yourself a favour and just get the ROMs and play the games that way if you're feeling nostalgic. Don't tell Konami it's
ok to cynically cash grab the fans of their videogames - who they clearly don't care about anymore.
They'd rather make pa\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665o machines and it shows.
. I wish Nintendo released their classics collections (SNES and GBA especially) on PC.... Crashes after you choose your game.
Cant wait till they fix this through an update. Do NOT get until they fix this.
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